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We correct an error in the numerical evaluation of a specific vacuum-type integral, which slightly affects our
prediction for the W-boson mass by about 1 MeV. Here we report the corrected values for Table 1 in our Letter. In
Eq. (10) the fitted value for M0W should read M0W = 80.3755 GeV.
We are grateful to M. Awramik and M. Czakon for detailed comparisons with their results [1], which helped to
identify the error reported above.
Table 1
The two-loop result for MW based on Eq. (9) in our Letter is compared with the results of an expansion in mt up to O(G2µm2t M2Z) by Degrassi




65 80.3985 80.4039 −5.4
100 80.3759 80.3805 −4.6
300 80.3039 80.3061 −2.2
600 80.2509 80.2521 −1.2
1000 80.2122 80.2129 −0.7
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